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The Dog has been taught to
pull by using outdated
training techniques

The dog is walking on
equipment that is either
inappropriate or
encourages the dog to pull:
• Collar*
• Slip Lead
• Choke Chain 
• Pinch collar
• E-collar

The dog is out of balance,
there a huge link between
posture and behaviour. 
 Physical balance is linked
to mental and emotional
balance. It takes 2 to pull
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WHY DO DOGS 

*Dogs may not pull on a flat collar, but if they get
surprised or startled they may pull or lunge, that
puts pressure on the neck and windpipe and is
an unpleasant experience for the dog.

Opposition reflex - you pull 
I pull

4.

PULL?



Takes pressure off the neck,
so is a more pleasant
experience for the dog

Helps the dog to gain
confidence

Can help reduce reactivity
as the dog can be more
balanced physically
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There are many different types of harnesses on
the market - some are designed to encourage a
dog to pull, for example, the type of harness a
sled-dog musher would use. Some are designed
for dog sports, tracking, security work etc. these
will not help our dogs to walk on a loose lead.
Choose a balancing harness with two points of
attachment. We can combine these with a
double-ended lead, or a double-ended lead with
a sliding handle or a Tellington TTouch®
Connector to help the dog be more balanced.

Changes the point of balance
of the dog, especially using a
two point harness and a
double-ended lead

4.

WHY USE A 
HARNESS?

Recommended Harnesses
Xtra Dog Walking Harness www.xtra.dog

Tellington TTouch Harness www.xtradog.training/shop



STOP DOGS
PULLING

Recommended Harnesses
Xtra Dog Walking Harness www.xtra.dog

Tellington TTouch Harness www.xtradog.training/shop

TOOL BOX



Use to rebalance a dog

Ideal for getting dogs in
and out of a kennel , a
training class, at the vets or
a vehicle

Great for dogs that usually
walk on a collar
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You can use nearly any leash as a ‘balance leash’ which is simple and very effective
to stop pulling. If you are on the right side of your dog the leash is attached to the
dog’s collar as usual and held in your left hand with thumb pointing towards the
dog’s collar. With your right hand holding the end of the leash, drop the middle of the
leash across the chest of the dog from the left shoulder to the right.

Make sure that the part of the lead running directly from the collar to your left 
hand is slightly slack and keep the portion of the leash across the chest with little 
or no tension. The feel of the leash across the chest is enough to keep many dogs
from pulling.

When your dog pulls, take the slack out of the leash and gently pull and release on
the line around his chest. Take care not to pull the line upward onto the dog’s neck. 

Containment, when doing
bodywork on your dog or
needing them to focus on you.

4.

BALANCE 
LEASH



BALANCE 
LEASH



With the balance leash we use a slight variation called the
Balance leash plus (plus a leg). Instead of dropping straight
across the chest the leash goes behind the elbow, on the
opposite side from where you are standing, and comes up
between the dog’s front legs and on your side of the dog’s
head (see drawing). A second variation of the balance leash
plus brings the leash between the front legs as described
and then up through the dog’s collar which helps keep the
balance leash in place. Again, when your dog pulls take the
slack out of the leash and gently pull and release on the line
around his chest. Take care not to pull the line upward onto
the dog’s neck. 

BALANCE 
LEASH Plus

 



BALANCE 
LEASH Plus

 



When walking a dog on the lead we want
both the dog and the handler to be in-balance  
One of the easiest ways to do this is by
leading a dog with two points of contact, this
can be done using a two-point harness, a
connector or the balance leash. This method
was developed by Tellington TTouch® in the
1990s.  
  
Leading a dog with two connection points
provides the person with influence over the
dog’s feet and body which is not possible
with a single connection.  A lead with a
Trigger clip on either end is perfect for
leading with two points of contact. Ideally we
want a harness with a connection at the front,
on the sternum and a connect on their
shoulder. Harnesses like the Xtra Dog®
Walking Harness of the TTouch harness are
designed to work this way. 

2-POINTS 
OF CONTACT

Using the double-ended lead their person can
use both ends of the lead independently to
help shift the centre of gravity of the dog in a
non-invasive way to help them walk in better
balance over their legs.

Unlike only traditional methods of training a
dog, we are not pulling back or turning the
dog towards us. We simply want the dog to
move in a balanced way without us getting
behind the dog, looking more like a water
skier we are aiming to walk in the dog's
peripheral vision.



When walking a dog on the lead we want
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connector or the balance leash. This method
was developed by Tellington TTouch® in 
the 1990s.  
  
Leading a dog with two connection points
provides the person with influence over the
dog’s feet and body which is not possible
with a single connection.  A lead with a
Trigger clip on either end is perfect for
leading with two points of contact. Ideally we
want a harness with a connection at the front,
on the sternum and a connect on their
shoulder. Harnesses like the Xtra Dog®
Walking Harness of the TTouch harness are
designed to work this way. 

LEAD WITH
SLIDING HANDLE

Using the double-ended lead their
person can use both ends of the lead
independently to help shift the centre of
gravity of the dog in a non-invasive way
to help them walk in better balance over
their legs.

Unlike only traditional methods of
training a dog, we are not pulling back or
turning the dog towards us. We simply
want the dog to move in a balanced way
without us getting behind the dog,
looking more like a water skier we 
are aiming to walk in the dog's
peripheral vision.



Meet and Melt is the best-known
technique in the Tellington® Leading
toolbox, quick to learn and easy to
master and with some dogs you may get
instant results even from the most pully
of dogs. 

Use this technique if you feel a pull or
the hint of resistance when handling
your dog in any situation, regardless of
what type of equipment you are using.
Meet and Melt trains the handler to
diffuse the opposition reflex without
taking the dog out of balance. Once you
feel pressure on the lead, most dogs will
go into opposition reflex (you pull I pull)
and lean, putting them out of balance. 
 Use the meet and melt technique,
simply meet the pressure of the pull,
pause, and slowly melt away to release
the pressure.  A slow melt or release
rather 

MEET AND MELT

 than a quick release allows the dog to
come back into balance rather than
falling into the lean. 

If your dog is not responding to meet
and melt, try a slower the melt. A sudden
release will just put the dog more out of
balance, rather than in balance and
send them forward. Avoid holding your
breath or locking your body as this may
add tension to the lead. Being relaxed
on the lead will help the dog to relax too. 

When the dog pulls forward try and step
forward getting into the peripheral
vision of the dog and bring your hand
forward as you release away. When a
dog pulls we naturally want to bring the
hand back, but brining the hand forward
will aid the melt part of this method.



This technique stems from Peggy Cummings’ Connective Riding and has been incorporated into
the Tellington TTouch® toolbox.

This method is an incredible method to take tension off the lead and to reduce opposition reflex. It
also sends a gentle signal to the dog that will get their attention.

To stroke the lead, slide your hand along the underside of your lead making a gentle connection
with your dog. We can use it to slow a dog down, to guide a dog in a different direction, we can
even bring a dog to a stop using a stroke stop. If we are stroking the lead to move a dog in a
different direction, move your feet in the direction where you want you and the dog to go. Think of
this technique as asking the dog, rather than telling the dog.

A good way to learn this technique is to practise with another person, with one of you being the
dog and one of you being the handler.

STROKING 
THE LEAD



The post is a well-known technique that
can be combined with a meet and melt.
Simply stop and be completely neutral
and wait for your dog to release and
come back to you. This avoids the you
pull I pull situation and both handler and
dog can get into a neutral space.

Put both hands trhough the handle of
your lead, bending your elbows keeping
your hands close to your body and stop
moving your feet. Once mastered you
can add a melt to the situation. Then
change direction and encourage the dog
to move that way. If you are not getting
the desired result make sure that you
are not, sub-sontiously pulling with 
your arms.

 TECHNIQUES 
Other

 The Post
This method is very useful as it changes
the position that you have with your dog.
If you have got behind the dog with them
pulling forward suddenly, you can now
be ahead of the dog and getting
yourself into their periferal vision.

Step forward towards the inside
shoulder of your dog as they pull
forward, and bring your inside hand
(hand nearest the dog) in front of you.
Gently rotating your body away from
your dog and stepping forward will turn
your dog .  Keep moving in the new
direction and encourage your dog using
your voice.

Turn and Walk



The TTouch Connector is the latest piece of
equipment from the Tellington TTouch®
toolbox. It will divide the pressure between
the front and back of the harness  

It can be used with a lead, a long line or even
a sliding line (rope) You can attach a long line
(leash) with a snap, use a rope, or the leash. It
can also be very help when managing
multiple dogs.

The TTouch Connector needs to be used with
a two-point harness, and is connected to the
front and the back of the harness, with the
lead, long-line connected or a soft rope
threaded though the ring. It can be adjusted
so that the dog can easily get their head
through it but not so loose that the dog 
trips up.

 CONNECTOR

Using the connector allows your dog to have
more freedom than they would on a regular
double-ended lead. They can sniff if they wish
but we need to give them time to come back
into balance. This can also allow our dog to
explore whilst keeping them in balance, even
when you need to guide them or ask them to
change direction.

By using a longer lead you are able to let the
lead slide when the dog pulls and thus
stopping the opposition reflex. Always give
your dog the space they ned and pause! If you
want to bring your dog closer stroke the lead
and step toward your dog.
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